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WORLD MAP
Welcome to the Senseable City Lab
– a cutting–edge multidisciplinary
research group that studies the
interface between cities, people, and
technologies and investigates how
the ubiquity of digital devices and the
various telecommunication networks
that augment our cities, are impacting
urban living. With an overall goal
of anticipating future trends, we
bring together researchers from
over a dozen academic disciplines
to work on groundbreaking
ideas and innovative real–world
demonstrations.
Each academic year, the Senseable
City Lab invites students at
the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology to participate in the
Digital City Design Workshop.
The workshop seeks to provide
pragmatic, technological solutions
that address a key concern of urban
living. The Senseable City Guide series
showcases this research which is
undertaken in partnership with cities
from across the world.
This volume is the result of
collaboration between the Senseable
City Lab and the China Future City
Lab, where we turn our attention to
one of the most dynamic cities in
China: Zhengzhou.

SENSEABLE CITY LAB – MIT
CHINA FUTURE CITY LAB – MIT
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Zhengzhou
Introduction
by Ricardo Álvarez

Located south of the Yellow River
in the central plains of China,
Zhengzhou is the capital of Henan
province and a prosperous city of
over 10 million inhabitants. With a
history that encompasses millennia
and that goes back to the Shang
Dynasty in Neolithic times, the city
has been a central part of the history
of China for centuries. The city’s
importance is reflected in the myriad
of the surrounding historic sites that
encompass the richness of Chinese
cultural heritage, some such as Song
Mountain and the famed Shaolin
Monastery, recognized by UNESCO as
World Heritage Sites.
Zhengzhou however, is much more
than its history, it is also a critical
part of the story of modern China and
a key element of the country’s future.
The city is currently experiencing
profound transformations as it
morphs into a bustling metropolis
right in the heart of the country,
which is why it has been recognized
as a National Central City by the
Central Government of China. This
points to the increasing role that
Zhengzhou will continue to play in
defining the future form of urbanism
at the regional and national levels.
As part of this process, Zhengzhou is
now a strategic national railway hub
that interconnects the coastal cities
of China with the interior as well as
an educational hub with multiple
universities that are nationally
recognized. As it gradually shifts from
a manufacturing-based economy to
a knowledge-based one new forms of
urbanism are needed, which is why
the city has embarked on an effort to
reinvigorate its urban core through
the Zhengdong New District project.
This new district, originally designed
by famous Japanese architect Kisho

Kurokawa, aims to house more than
5 million people and become a new
center for economic development
based on information and knowledge
sectors. The challenges related to
this vision are not trivial since they
escape those posed by physical
infrastructure and delve into
difficulties related to the creation
of a thriving and attractive social
ecosystem to live, work and play. In
essence, creating a desirable place for
future lifestyles.
The Zhengdong New District
presented a unique canvas where
the students of MIT’s Digital Cities
Design Workshop Spring 2019 class
could design provocative designs
focused on enhancing urban life.
Their brief was simple, help the
streets and parks in the Zhengdong
New District become a lively, exciting
and attractive spaces, that contribute
to the quality of lives of the residents
in Zhengzhou. This book is the
outcome of their design explorations.
In it, you’ll find proposals that range
from automated pathways of clean
air, where people can stroll and do
exercise in the open areas without
fear of environmental pollution, to a
re-imagination of autonomous buses
as impromptu meeting places for
work, learning or leisure and even
a 21st-century re-imagination of
the classical four arts of Qin (string
instrument), Qi (the strategic game
of Go), Shu (calligraphy) and Hua
(painting) as digital-physical public
spaces where people can socialize,
meditate and enjoy a connection
between the historical roots of
Zhengzhou and the modernity of
future China. I hope the proposals
included in these pages help trigger
further explorations into the future
possibilities of Zhengzhou.
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Zhengzhou aims to become the
national central city. Zhengzhou is
looking for iconic and bold designs to
act as city branding, to be recognized
and remembered by people.
Throughout history, we find that
many cities attract tens of millions
of people because of landmarks.
Examples include Paris’s Louvre
Pyramid, the Chicago’s Bean, and
most recently New York’s Vessel. An
iconic design indisputably increases
the charm of the city and the vitality
of the streets. And the park needs an
iconic design to boost its vitality. The
park offers a perfect unlimited site
for this kind of iconic installation.

The Longzihu Park in Zhengzhou is
composed of a central island and
the surrounding University zone,
which includes university-supporting
services such as supermarkets,
hotels, entertainment, theaters
and other facilities . There are 15
universities and more than 200,000
students living in the surrounding
area. However, the utilization rate of
Central Island is very low. Most of the
students and faculty members have
never been there, resulting in a huge
waste of resources.

One of the reasons for this
phenomenon is that the park
lacks some personality. Unlike the
iconic designs listed above, it lacks
some attractive points for people
to remember. The park is actually
well-designed and very comfortable.
However some people may find it a

bit boring because it lacks content. In
this peaceful area and zone, people
are looking for something different,
something special, something
dangerous. They want a spectacle
that they are not able to experience
in their daily life. And that’s why the
bold design makes a big difference.
So my proposal is to add content, and
to add an iconic design for people to
utilize.

Iconic Park
My proposal is a giant interactive
modular installation that acts as a
big playground and can be designed
by everyone. It can be customized for
various activities and will stimulate
public engagement.

a ping-pong table. After using it, it
will return to the default shape. The
next user can change it according to
different needs.
Above: site photos

An installation for park managers.
On the one hand, the system can
become a special event venue, largescale urban public activities can be
curated by managers. It can become a
grandstand for large-scale activities,
an exhibition hall for public art, or
exist itself as installation art. On the
other hand, it can collect data to
predict users’ real needs for the park.
For example, if a lot of people tend to
make a table shape, the park may add
some tables to fulfill these needs.

An installation for Zhengzhou city.
This new landmark creates out the

Zhengzhou Wave: iconic
interactive playground
An installation for nearby users.
It provides more activities and
possibilities. Because the functions
can be customized, it can be more
adaptive to people’s needs. Because
of the variability of the whole
system, the flexibility of functions
is increased. For example, today
you want to play table tennis in the
park. You can simply book a block
of the installation and change it to
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PROJECT
DESCRIPTION

landmark effect, which is displayed
as the image of the city. It will
become an indispensable part of the
city’s impression and contribute to
city branding to attract more tourists
and potential activities.

Right: Iconic installation to stimulate the context
and bring life to the park
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For the data layer, the app can
collect users’ information such as
gender, age, as well as which form
they choose, when they use the
installation etc.

The design is a modular system that
individuals can reserve one or up to
ten modules and change them to
different forms for various functions
via a phone application.
If you are using a smart phone, when
you are close enough to the Wave,
you can book the available modules
and change the shape. For people
who don’t have a phone (for example
children), there is also a local smart
screen you can use to reserve space.
You can finish all the work on your
phone or the local screen. In simply
three steps you can have your

customized module and enjoy it in
the beautiful park!
The first step is to reserve your
modules. Due to the geofencing
technology, you can book your
modules only when you are near by.
You can book up to ten blocks and
change them separately. Like booking
theater spots, you can see which
modules are available to choose.
After you select the modules, the
system will ask you how long you
would like to reserve them for. There
are four time slots to choose from: 30
minutes, 1 hour, 1.5 hours, or 2 hours.

After the time has expired, the form
will revert to its default setting and
the modules become available for the
next reservation.
The second step is to change the
form of each module. You can either
choose from embedded templates,
or use the graphs to design your
customized form on your phone.
There are some built in templates
such as the desk, the ping-pong table.
Or another choice is to design the
form by yourself. You can change the
3 parameters through the graph and
see the result at the right bottom









Various Forms
There are some example I listed here,
but there are infinite other forms
for you to imagine! It can be a table
to sit down and chat with friends. It
can be a steps for children to play
or a platform to practice yoga. You
can change it to a sunshade in a hot
summer day and an umbrella when
it’s rainy. Functional uses or fancy
designs are not contradictory and can
coexist in the Zhengzhou Wave.
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After collecting all these data, we can
combine them with the weather data
or the air quality. We can analyze the
weather/air quality effects on the
utilization rate. Or by knowing which
forms are frequently chosen, we can
predict which functions people really
need and which they do not. We
can also correlate users’ preference
according to their age/gender etc.
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The next step is to upload the new
form to the cloud. After customizing
the form, users can choose to upload
them and share with others. This way,
other users can view/use/comment
on their designs.
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of the screen. After this step, the
physical modules will change to the
designed form accordingly.
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For urban interactions, the
Zhengzhou Wave provides not only
a leisure place, but also a iconic
attraction, and a social platform.
There are some potential sites to
place this installation. The first
one is near the subway station.
First, it would be convenient
for tourists to visit and would
then lead them to explore the
surrounding environment. Second,
the surrounding area is planned for
entertainment functions such as
shopping and restaurants which is
a perfect complement for activating
the street life. Last but not least, this
site is close to the bridge and it can
be seen by a large number of people
as they pass by.
The second possible site is near the
boathouse. It’s the most popular spot
because of the rowing. It would be

great to combine the installation
with watching rowing.

interactive installation that changes
every day.

As a social platform, it creates a space
for people to hang out and also build
an online community. People can
design and share the outcome online
for more people to use. It would be
a platform for people to engage and
show their creativity. They can also
like or dislike a posted design and
comment on or communicate with
the designers.

At a larger scale, it can be a tourist
attraction considering it is near the
new train station and the convenient
subway service. It may become a
place that tourists want to try and
generate a travel economy. At the
same time, it is a convenient facility
for the local population.

In some special holidays like the
national days, the whole piece can
be curated and managed by the
park manager and not accessible for
individual bookings. The installation
will become a entire art piece. It
can be a beautiful landscape, a
playful maze, a stand for special
events, a variable playground. It is
not a immutable sculpture, but a

SCG ZHENGZHOU / Z1 / ZHENGZHOU WAVE
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URBAN
INTERACTIONS

And the wave also has a social
function. People can upload their
design to the cloud, which will form a
new community where people share
and comment on the designs. And
this community can hold annually an
interactive park design competition.
The possibility and potential of this
installation is unlimited.

entertainment area
bridge
1st site choice
green area
2nd site choice
boathouse
central axis
Left: possible sites to install and site analysis

Above: possible forms curated by park manager
for special events

  
 

The technical details are shown on
the right page. Each module can be
changed through controlling three
different parameters. One is the
height, and there are two different
rotations. These can be changed
using three different graphs. This
intuitive design makes it easy for
everyone to manipulate and produce
infinite complex forms.
It is a flexible and light structure
as well as a media device that is
integrated with urban information
sensors and interfaces. First of all,
it is a plate actuated by electronic
linear actuators that can expand
perpendicularly. It then calculates

the degree of slope and actuates its
rotation.
To make sure that people can only
reserve it when they’re actually in
the park near the installation, it uses
geofencing technology to sense
whether the smart phone is nearby.
Considering that some kids or old
people don’t own a smart phone.
There is also a local iPad for people to
use that functions in the same way
as the app.
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People can create their own form by
using content management system.
They can upload the form to the app.
In addition, users can comment on
different designs, and like or dislike
them. By doing so it will create a
online community and more social
possibilities.

 



smart phone+geofence

will be sent to the control board.
The control board will control the
movement of the actuators. And
finally the form you designed with
your phone can be translated into the
real world.

The form that users choose or create
through the app will be converted
into parameters
which will be

uploaded to the cloud. Then the data
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YUTONG JIANG
Yutong Jiang is an interdisplinary
designer and architecture student.
She is enthusiastic about visual art
and emerging technology. Currently
enrolling in Harvard GSD Mdes (
design studies) program, Yutong is
trying different types of projects
to explore the common ground of
design. Always excited about learning
new things and always moved by
beautiful things and life!

Z2
Serendicity
by Shirley Lei
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-- people are on their phones, or only
interacting with those they already
know. This issue is by no means
unique to Zhengdong -- however,
for a city where very limited other
shared public spaces exist (fewer
establishments of restaurants, bars,
stadiums, etc) the transit becomes a
crucial yet currently underleveraged
space for creating social connections
in the city.

Background
Longzihu, Zhengdong New District, is
the Henan provincial government’s
latest target for building the
exemplar technology and innovation
hub of Central China. Ambitiously
coined “Intelligence Island” and
promoted as “China’s big data
comprehensive pilot zone”, the site
has accumulated immense direct
funding, electricity subsidies, tax
cuts, and a University Town that
consists of 15 newly-built institutions
over the span of the past decade, in
hopes of attracting firms and talent.
Problem
Upon on-site investigation, however,
we quickly discovered that the
current state of the district is still far
from realizing such goals. The district
conveys a sense of lifelessness and
sterility to its visitors, evidently
devoid of the type of urban energy,
vigor, and culture characteristic of
thriving innovation hubs around the
world.
Problem Focus
One particularly strikingly
observation is the fact that there
is minimal intersection in urban
interactions between the two main
demographics of the area -- the
technology companies’ employees
and the university students. We
discovered through interviews that
each of these two groups operates
within its own geographical and
cultural bubble: the employees
commutes daily into and out of
the Intelligence Island, while the
university students remain within
campus during the weekdays, and
take an hour-long commute to the

“Transit is a space underleveraged
for social conections: people of
different backgrounds physically
meet -- but do not interact.”

We observe that the only situations
in which co-riders strike up a
conversation is when a “social
trigger” presents itself. This is familiar
to many of us: when something
unexpected yet interesting happens,
such as the bus breaking down or
another rider is wearing our alma
mater’s shirt, we find ourselves
chatting it up with them.
Opportunity

“The new district experiences
a void of culture and the
pressing issue of social drain.”
“Two-Seven Plaza” in Zhengzhouproper for entertainment over the
weekends, due to the lack of sociable
spots in the district.
Why tackle social drain?
The lack of interaction between
the tech employees and university
students presents a pressingly
problematic urban phenomenon as
it prevents the fledgling district’s
organic growth of local culture and
opportunities for knowledge spillover
between the two key groups.
Zhengdong policymakers ought
to consider that completing
physical infrastructure projects and
implementing incentives policies
is insufficient for achieving its
vision of an “Intelligence Island”.
In order to create truly sustainable
technological development and

long-term retainment of top firms
and talent, a robust local culture of
innovation is crucial -- especially for
a new area that lacks the time for
organic cultural development.
In other words, the government
ought to invest in building “social
infrastructure” -- a term coined by
sociologist Eric Klinenberg that
describes “physical places and
organizations that shape the way
people interact”. Klinenberg posits
that an urban community’s wellbeing strongly correlates with the
strength of its social infrastructure.
Key Observation
It seems that the only urban space
where these two groups physically
intersect is the subway commute.
However, even so, we witness little
interaction between the groups

Amidst the prevaling issue of
social drain, however, there is an
opportunity. Yutong Bus Company
-- one of the firms that we visited
on site -- is deploying a fleet of
autonomous vehicles as a new
city bus service, supported by
government. Yutong, during our
meeting, expressed that while they
have the technical skills to develop
a functional AV bus service, they are
lost and sought our ideas on ways to
transform their riders’ experience on
the platform to become “more than
just a bus company”.
Design Quest
How can we transform this new AV
city bus, to create urban connections?
Similar to the currently existing
subway, the AV buses will be a public
space where people of all different

walks of life meet. The AV has
additional advantages that make
it an ideal site for socialization.
Without the cost of a human driver’s
wage, buses can be smaller and run
more frequently. This means that,
first, the space will naturally be a
more intimate setting that is more
conducive to socialization than
buses and subways today. Higher
frequency increases the reliability of
this bus , meaning that more citizens
who currently use, for example, taxis
and shared vehicles will switch over
to the AV bus. This increases the
addressable market, enabling the
project to have a large impact on

improving socialization within the
city. Lastly, being a fundamentally
new type of service, the AV bus will
bypass the long-standing baggage
of social norms on traditional buses
(such as defaulting to checking one’s
phone, avoiding eye contact with coriders), providing us the opportunity
to design transit experience from a
clean slate.

Left: The barren street view of Zhengdong New
District. Right: The typical transit ride -- devoid of
interactions. Photo credit to Atlas Corps.

“The only situations in which
co-riders strike up a conversation is
when a ‘social trigger’ presents itself.”
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Serendicity is a digital
ice-breaker that sparks
socialization among co-riders
on the city’s new AV bus.

Research Insights
Studying serendipity is important
to this project since natural
socialization triggers occur by
serendipitous means -- so how can
we design to replicate this?
In “Discovery is Never By Chance:
Designing for (un) Serendipity”,
André et al examine the value of
serendipity in major scientific

discoveries, and formalize the
components required to “produce”
serendipity -- or to increase the
chances of serendipitous situations.
The paper concludes that two
factors are required to produce
seredipity: “the chance encountering
of information” and the “sagacity to
derive insight from the encounter”
(André et al) -- in other words,

there ought to be an initial trigger
for the event, and some kind of
insight to extend the initial event
into something useful. Such is the
framework I use to design Seredicity.
Project Proposal
Seredicity increases serendipitous
social connections on the AV Bus
by programming social triggers of
knowledge of shared experiences

or common interests between
co-riders. Then, to extend potential
connections, the AV projects urban
places of interest according to the
riders on the AV Dashboard, to inspire
co-riders to explore these spots
together -- since currently, people are
unaware of interesting street-level
content. This system provides for two
needs: rider-rider socialization, and
rider-city engagement.

1. TRIGGER FOR SOCIALIZATION

2. OPPORTUNITY FOR CONNECTION EXTENSION, THROUGH CITY CO-EXPLORATION

Paper cited: André, Paul, Jaime Teevan, and Susan T. Dumais. “Discovery is never
by chance: designing for (un) serendipity.” Proceedings of the seventh ACM
conference on Creativity and cognition. ACM, 2009.
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Partners with the new AV bus
service being deployed by Yutong
bus with support from the
government

by letting co-riders know of their
shared experiences and common
interests that they would not be
able to discover otherwise

Seredicity increases serendipitous
connections among co-riders and
encourages interaction between
riders and their city, by removing
initial frictions to engagement.

Leverages transit as an existing
shared public space where people
of all walks of life meet, and
the benefit of AV vehicles being
a smaller car, creating a more
intimate setting naturally more
conducive to socialization.

Leverages the context-aware
technical capability of the AV in
innovative way:
Brings street level content alive
for riders by exploring augmented
information layer through AV’s lens

31
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Provides effective triggers for
socialization to break the ice of
initial contact:
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Serendicity will create a social
network on top of the physical
network that the AV bus service will
develop in Zhengdong New District.
Serendicity will serve as a cultural
“connective tissue”, bridging the
currently segregated Intelligence
Island and University Town.
The system solves two currently
observed issues in urban interactions
within the district: those between
urban dwellers, and between the
citizen and her city. By building a
system that encourages socialization
within spaces that people of all
different backgrounds would
already occupy -- the common transit
service -- Serendicity provides the
opportunities by which these two
groups can interact with low friction.
Furthermore, the AV Dashboard is

“Serendicity will serve as a cultural
‘connective tissue’, bridging the socially
segregated Intelligence Island and
University Town.”
designed to tackle the issue that
people are unaware of sociable
spots in the city, which contributes
to today’s sterile social atmosphere.
The Dashboard allows people to
explore their options in the city
-- information that in the status quo
one would not even know how to
search for.
On the street level, Serendicity in city
AVs is a set of mobile “third spaces”

Serendicity serving as the physical and cultural ‘connective tissue’, between two
distinct locations in the city.

designed to engage riders and
combat urban social isolation. On the
urban scale, the project aims to lead
the sharing of ideas that will define a
creative and cohesive social culture
for the Longzihu district.

33
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Serendicity is comprised of the in-AV
system as well as the mobile application.
Within the AV, the AV Dashboard
creates for riders an accessible interface to the city’s
content. In the status quo,
content in Zhengdong
New District is tucked
away in nondescript glass
box skyscrapers, making
them difficult to discover.
As a result, people are
unaware of the potential
sociable spots in the city
-- and without these loci
of activity, local culture
cannot take root. The AV
Dashboard combines the
context-based information (GPS
locations, nearby buildings) that the
AV already detects and recognizes,
1
with an additional “social information”
layer, pulling from web sources. The
specific mechanics and various sensors
used to achieve this are presented on
the right. The information presented
would be tailored to the riders’ interests and experiences. The Dashboard
presents this information in real-time
and in real-place, as the AV travels
across the city.
The user’s entry point to the Serendicity experience is the mobile application. The mobile application is an
intentional design choice given two
considerations. First, with China being
the king of mobile payments, the AV
bus fare payment system will be carried out through WeChat Pay, and thus
the phone is a low-friction tool that is
already utilized. Second, since users
will already be mindlessly scrolling on
their phones immediately after boarding, the phone is the most suitable
choice as the source to capture users’
attention.

Serendicity detects a particular user
has boarded when the user pays,
with the NFC chip. The system then
searches for co-riders with same
shared experiences, and nudges the
user though a notification.

2

3

User’s interest is peaked over the
fact that another rider has shared
such a niche experience, and looks
into the notification more. Shared
experiences and common interests
are pulled from the user’s WeChat,
Linkedin, Dianping accounts and
parsed prior to boarding, provided
consent.

The user enters the app. From here,
the system invites user to send
a react, however since riders are
within conversation distance, more
often users would directly strike
up a conversation. In addition, on
the bottom section of the app, the
system pulls information available
from the AV Dashboard to so that
the content is able to be saved or
shared on the user’s personal device.

SHIRLEY LEI
Shirley is a junior at Wellesley College
double majoring in Economics and
Media Arts and Sciences. She is
passionate about problem-solving
across industries and scales. In her
free time, you can find her checking
out the corner coffee shops, finding
new challenges to work on, being
extra, and boxing. Her hometowns
are Vancouver, Canada and Beijing,
China.

Z3
Qin Qi Shu Hua
by Jingyun Li
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Zhengzhou is
experiencing the reemergence of the Han
civilization.

Zhengdong New District

When we first arrived in Zhengdong
New District, it seemed to me a place
without personality. The inhumane
scale of the street, no clues of
cultural activity. But if we zoom out
to the whole area, looking at the
cultural heritage map, we will find
its location is actually the cultural
center of the Chinese civilization.
In 2000, Zhengzhou government
decided to develop Zhengdong New
District into a regional central city to
catch up with the trend of economic
globalization. The planning of KISHO
KUROKAWA featuring large scale and
metabolist urbanism stood out from
the bids, for it matched the ambition
of the government to construct a
great city with a top-down approach.
In the planning, 15 local universities
and colleges are relocated to the
Zhengdong New District to provide
talent for the proposed development
of the big data industry.
However, the overly fast
construction and the inhumane
scale of the planning cut down the
accessibility and cultural connection
between the Zhengdong New District
with the old town. Nowadays, there
are about 180,000 students living on
the campus who have to commute
one hour every weekend to the
twenty-seven plaza, the old center for
shopping, amusement, and cultural
activities.
In parallel with the construction of
the Zhengdong New District, the
government decided to renovate the
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the street view in Zhengdong New District

Great cities have
their unique
personalities.
park system and cityscape, in order
to keep pace with the construction
of Zhengzhou as the National Central
City. To meet the recreation needs of
citizens, the Zhengzhou Ecological
Garden City plan aimed to cover the
city with 40% parks and green. The
plan led by Zhengzhou Urban and

Rural Planning Department included
the construction of 10 new parks
around the new district and the
renovation of 400 pocket parks within
the old urban fabric which provides
an opportunity to extend the cultural
theme from the old town to the new
city.

The Hanfu movement, originating in
Zhengzhou, is committed to revitalize
the five thousand years of Chinese
civilization by reviving traditional
costumes of the Han nationality.
Since the reform and opening up
from 1997, with the substantial
increase in China’s international
status and influence, Chinese culture
has regained the attention of the
world. At the same time, the cultural
awareness among Chinese people
promotes the projection of Han
culture heritage. In 2003, a worker
appeared on the street with his handmade traditional costumes (Hanfu)
in Zhengzhou Old Town, which
sparked a storm of the Hanfu revival
movement . From then, Hanfu culture
keeps thriving in central China among
college and university students. By
dressed up in Hanfu on the street
and in the park, worshiping the
ancestors, they are not only trying
to demonstrate the beauty of Hanfu,
but also to bring traditional Chinese
customs back to public’s view.

Up: Henan province heritage map, 2009

Down: Hanfu culture in the Longzi Lake Campus Area
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The aims of Hanfu’s revival are not
only to revive traditional costumes,
but also to protect and take
ownership of Chinese traditional
culture and art and eventually
advocate for the restoration of the
ancients’ pursuit of slow life. There
are the four art of Chinese ancient
scholars of Chinese ancient culture
aristocrats. Surrounded by tables,
chairs, couches, stools, screens and
natural backgrounds, these activities
form a rich and varied outdoor space.

01. Qin
Guqin is a Chinese stringed
instrument with a history of more
than 3,000 years and is the noblest
instrument of ancient Chinese
culture. The literati regarded it
as an elegant representative as
an accompanying instrument for
their singing. It is also believed
that playing qin can help literati
with self-cultivation. The posture of
playing the guqin has evolved with
the development of ancient Chinese
furniture: from the Han Dynasty
to the Five Dynasties when it was
played sitting cross-legged on the
ground into the sitting posture of the
Song and Yuan Dynasties.
02. Qi
Qi (Go) is a strategy board game
originating in China. It was created
by the emperor to mimic war. The
purpose of playing go evolved from
exercising one’s ability to consider
a whole situation and enhancing
strategies, to cultivating sentiment,
enjoying body and mind, and growing
wisdom. While the rules seem simple,
it is considered the most complex
strategy board game in the world.
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03. Shu
Calligraphy refers to the art of
writing, including its style, structure
and the meaning of the Chinese
characters itself. Chinese calligraphy
is the original expression art of the
Han nationality which is known as
speechless poetry. Throughout the
ages, Chinese characters have been
written with a brush. Temporary
calligraphy is the practice of wateronly calligraphy on the floor which
dries out within minutes. This
practice is especially appreciated by
the new generation of retired Chinese
in public parks of China.
Four Art in the traditional Chinese painting and the contemporary Four Art

04. Hua
Hua refers to Chinese painting,
which involves essentially the same
techniques as calligraphy and is
done with a brush dipped in black ink
and can be mounted on scrolls, such
as hanging scrolls or handscrolls.
Freehand is the soul of Chinese
painting, emphasizing an intrinsic
temperament and interest outside
the image’s form, an extension of
the artist’s thoughts and emotions,
expressing a spirit beyond the
extraterrestrial.

My project is a 21st century
interpretation of ancient Chinese
culture and art. Abstracting from the
spatial relationship of the ancient
furniture on which we perform the
four arts, I developed four modern
prototypes of smart urban furniture.
By scattering them in the new
district, those prototypes will act like
little seeds which can generate street
level culture and activities.

21st century reinterpretation of the
ancient Chinese culture
and art.
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01. Qin

03.Shu

In the Qin prototype (the string
instrument) when a potential user
approaches the furniture, it will
detect the person with a motion
sensor and invite the user to sit using
a tune from the instrument. When
he/she sits on the furniture, a circle
where the wireless charger located
will illuminate subtly, inviting people
to use the wireless charging function.
When the user charges their phone,
the NFC device under the charger
automatically signs into the miniprogram in wechat, which enable the
user to save the tune they play on the
instrument.

The Shu prototype (the Chinese
calligraphy) comes from a particular
activity among older calligraphy
lovers. There is a favorite activity
among people to practice calligraphy
on the ground with brush and water
in China. In this prototype, I want to
keep the transient philosophy and
materiality of this water writing, so
here I designed a foam brush which
people can tap their phone to take
it out. When someone is writing, the
sensors embedded in the point of
the brush will record your writing. So
when you tap your phone again to
log out, it will keep your work in the
cloud, from where you can share later
on social platforms.

02. Qi
The Qi prototype (Go) will create
an interaction between 2 people.
In the same way when a potential
user approaches the furniture, it
will detect the person with a motion
sensor and illuminate. People are
invited to charge their phones on
the wireless charger. At the same
time, they are automatically logged
into the mini-program of Qi, which
can save the state of the game. For
example, if they want to leave for a
meal in the middle of the game, they
can save and re-enter the game later
using the mini-program.

04. Hua
The Hua prototype (the traditional
Chinese painting) also detects
approaching potential users with a
motion sensor to illuminate. People
are invited to charge the phone on
the wireless charger. At the same
time, they are automatically logged
into the mini-program of Hua, which
can save their work and allows
them to share their work on social
platforms later.
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Based on different functions of Qin,
Qi, Shu, Hua, the combination of each
prototype and the surroundings
can be varied. These prototypes are
like seeds scattered in urban space,
which will gradually activate these
places and finally form cultural hot
spots. This urban furniture provides
a platform for people who are deeply
rooted in Chinese art and culture to
show their talents. Then, considering
the city as a stage, the users of this
urban furniture and their activities
become part of the performance
happening on the street level.

01. Qin
In a lot of traditional Chinese
paintings, we can see the
environments in which the ancients
played the Qin. Most of them play
the Qin in beautiful places like open
waterside areas or on giant rocks. The
ancients chose these environment
to play the piano, which is profound.
This is a way of life for them to settle
their spirits and souls. The literati
doctors absorbed the character of the
landscape into the tunes and used
the Qin to release their emotion into
nature.
The prototypes of Qin can be
combined and set in commercial
plazas, in which the players could
hold live performances and attract
people to gather and appreciate the
music.
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In addition to playing Go, watching
other people playing is also
fascinating. There is a fairy tale about
the pleasure of watching a Go game.
A Jin Dynasty person named Wang
Zhi went to the mountains to cut
firewood. He saw a child and an old
person playing Go on the big stone
beside the stream. To watch them
playing, he placed an axe for cutting
wood on the ground and watched.
After a long time, the boy said, “You
should go home.” When the Zhi got
up and took the axe, he surprisingly
saw that the handle of the axe had
decayed. After returning home,
Zhi found that hundreds of years
had passed. He had fallen into the
fairyland and watched those fairies
playing, and one hour in the fairy
world is a hundred years of human’s.
In many parks in old town
Zhengzhou, there are Go boards and
rock tables and stools for people
to play and stand around to watch
the game. A single prototype can be
applied in any sparse space beside a
teachers’ or students’ apartment. For
the narrow space on the street beside
restaurants, we can have a row of
Qi prototypes to enable people to
play while waiting for food. Finally, a
bunch of Qi can be placed in a plaza
with shades of trees, which will
become an ideal gathering space of
the old people.
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At first, Shu (Chinese calligraphy)
as an art of writing was limited
to the ancient Chinese scholars.
Since the late 1990s, China’s
calligraphy education has achieved
unprecedented development. With
more and more people having the
opportunity to learn calligraphy, Di
Shu (ground calligraphy) became an
everyday activity among the older
people who practice calligraphy in
the park. The ground calligraphy is
written on the flat ground with a
brush and water. Modern ground
calligraphy is a branch of Chinese
calligraphy. At least since the 1980s,
ground calligraphy has begun to
spread in Beijing. While attracting a
lot of people watching, those people
who practice ground calligraphy can
always concentrate on writing as if
there is no one around.
The prototype of the Shu is a flexible
unit, which can form a space for
people to sit, watch, and practice
calligraphy. The square combination
of the Shu can be placed at public
open spaces like a city square, where
there is a hard surface to write on.
The long strip of the Shu fully uses
the space and emptiness of the
street, and turn the street into a
popular gathering place for ground
calligraphy lovers.
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Brush and ink are the foundation of
Chinese painting, and freehand is the
soul of Chinese painting, emphasizing
an intrinsic temperament and
interest outside the image form, or
an extension of the author’s thoughts
and emotions, expressing a spirit
beyond the extraterrestrial. Since
digital painting has been developed,
there are efforts to try to imitate the
traditional skill of painting and the
texture of the brush and touch. This is
evidence of the pervasiveness of the
traditional painting.
The prototype of the Hua has the
most extensive user group, for
everyone can draw! First, if placed
beside the bus station, it can attract
people to draw while waiting. In
some liner sidewalk spaces, a row of
the Hua will invite people to rest and
draw on them. Since Hua is closely
related to cultural activities, it can
also be set up in front of the library
square on campus to balance the
inhuman scale of the open space and
buildings.
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02. Qi:
In addition to the standard sensors
and devices like wireless charging,
Bluetooth, a motion sensor and NFC,
the Qi prototype is equipped with a
pressure pad matrix. While users are
touching the LED array on the game
board surface, the pressure sensor
will convert the pressure into digital
signal, which will be then displayed
on the LED array as pieces in
different colors. When users tap their
smartphone on the wireless charger,
they are automatically logged into
the mini-program of Qi with NFC, and
they can save the state of the game
in the mini-program.

03. Shu:

The core of Qin Qi Shu Hua is NFC and
many other forms of sensors. In each
device, Bluetooth is used to transmit
information between the device and
the mobile phone while the mobile
phone is placed on the wireless
charging device, along with various
other technologies which enable
human interactions in different
ways. Additionally, the 5G network
connection on each device provides
a link to the cloud as well as social
media.

The device provides a motion sensor
that illuminates the indicator
light of the device when the user
approaches. Each device is equipped
with an NFC device that lets the user
sign in with a smartphone, and a
wireless charging device that enables
charging while the mobile phone is in
place. Bluetooth in this version uses
the wireless connection to provide
a consistent and reliable network.
The central computing unit (CPU) will
connect the above parts for

unified scheduling. The Qin Qi Shu
Hua can also upload the user’s work
to the cloud through the 5G network,
quickly download the user’s artwork
to his cloud memory, and can upload
the user’s work to the social media
through the API.
In addition to the parts mentioned
above (NFC, a wireless charging
device, 5G network, etc.), the different
devices have various components
and specific sensors unique to their
characteristics.

To keep the unique tactility of
ground writing, I provide a real foamtip pen for the user to write with on
the floor. Inside the tip there is an
accelerometer and pressure tip that
can sense the angle, pressure, and
motion, and can import the signal to
the Inertial Measurement Unit and
help to reconstruct the strokes later.
Users can then use the phone to
tap on the NFC and easily download
their calligraphy works through 5G
internet.

04. Hua:
01. Qin:
It uses an integrated rubber surface
to provide a comfortable touch, and
an embedded pressure sensor to
convert the movement of the finger.
The Qin can give users a modern
experience of playing the ancient
string instrument. The input data
then is converted by a built-in Midi
controller to digital signal, and the
user-created melody will be played
through the speaker.

With a digital pen equipped with an
accelerometer, pressure tip and IMU,
the Hua enable users to draw freely
on a high refresh rate touch screen.
Similar to Shu, the sensor embedded
in the digital pen can reconstruct
the image on the screen, displaying
wetness, color, and different strokes.
In the same way, the user can save
and share their works through the
NFC and Bluetooth.
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JINGYUN LI
Jingyun is a Master degree in
Landscape Architecture candidate at
Harvard Graduate School of Design.
As a landscape architect with
a specialization in creative
applications of data visualization,
she has strong interests in the
production of infrastructure, the
dynamics of systems, and applied
use of computational tools – as they
exist within the field of landscape
architecture. Driven by technology,
she has been exploring methods
that supplement the values, skills,
and tools already made use of while
extending the capacity to design
within an increasingly indeterminate
space.
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by Zhejing Cao
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Zhengdong New District has been
established as a prototype and testbed for new town development in the
central area of China. There are 10+
universities around the intelligent
island which hosts new technology
clusters, research institutes, and
financial institutions. However,
since each university is gated and
self-contained with its own amenities
and facilities, students from different
universities are confined on their
own campus with little interaction
with each other. Students also lack
public space to meet up outside
campus and have poor accessibility
to the surrounding areas due to low
coverage and frequency of public
transportation. Longzi lake is a blue
ring inbetween the intelligent island
and the surrounding 10+ universities.
A green-belt park along Longzi
riverfront might constitute a meetup space to link students together,
but it is currently under utilized by
students due to a low level of youth
activities and amenities although it is
currently a serene natural landscape.
Plug-in Outside! is a flexible ondemand system to bring students
outside to Longzi lake park and
create dynamic meet-up space using
AMoD (Autonomous vehicle on
demand) system. The modular room
can be customized and plugged into
an AV (Autonomous vehicle) tray.
The AMoD system will pick students
from different universities and take
them to the Longzi lake park. Then
the room will be unplugged to either
dock at waterfront or be hidden in
greenery.

Using AVs to bring
students outside and
create dynamic space.
The plug-in room is customized
using different combination of cubic
modules. Usually an AV tray can be
plugged with 1-3 modules, meeting
the needs of different number of
people. The plug-in room at Longzi
lake park will create three different
experiences for 10+ university
students. The first one is the module
for cheering-up for students who
suffer from pressure and need
refreshment. The second one is the
module of play and fun for students
who want to hang out with friends
for certain activities. The third one
is the module for study and work
for students who want to discuss
a project or an idea with students
from other universities. There are
specific zones suggested for the
three kinds of modules based on
the environment and atmosphere,
but students can still choose where
to dock within the zone freely. All
modular rooms will occupy a site
temporarily, thus creating a dynamic
atmosphere of activities. When
bringing activities to the waterfront
park, it also creates a spill-over effect
of positive externalities for street
livability. Some modular rooms are
open on site to welcome students
who walk by and have an interest to
interact with room owners and make
friends.

The AMoD system provides ondemand service at any time with high
responsiveness and full compliance.
There is an app with online platform
to receive users’ request, customize
modular rooms, match users with
available AV trays, and plan routes for
AV distribution and room cleaning
after usage. Users need to book a
room by specifying the number
of people and room function, and
reserve a docking location in Longzi
lake park in advance. Then the
modules will be assembled into
a specific room and plugged into
the AV tray to get ready for picking
up the users. It is encouraged that
students from one university use
the AMoD system to meet students
from another university. Other
than prior reservation and room
customization with friends from
different universities, students
also have a chance to make new
friends by merging with others’
room if interested in their profiles
available on the app. The users can
choose whether to make their profile
visible by others or not. When the
reservation session is over, students
can choose whether to leave by their
own or being sent back by another
on-demand AV tray.

Problem 1: isolation of university
clusters

Problem 2: low attraction of
waterfront ring park

The gated campus with walls that isolate
students from outside.

Site obstruction 1: construction site walls

The urban primary road outside campus.
All amenities and facilities are on campus
for being self-sustained.

Site obstruction 2: slopes to waterfront

The road in-between two campus is of no
activity permeation from both sides.

Site obstruction 3: parking lots

Strategy 1: connect students
from different universities using
AMoD system

Strategy 2: create meet-up places
at waterfront ring park using
customized plug-in AV modules

Today

Today

Tomorrow

Tomorrow
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· One to one meeting:

· Merge with known friends:

Student 1 from university A meets his friend
student 2 from university B

Two rooms merge together between friends
who know each other. Set in advance.

· Many to many meeting:

· Merge with strangers

A group of students from university A meet a
group of students from university B .

Other users who are interested in your
profile/ those who walk by in the park

Step 1: book modules

Step 2: customize the layout

Step 3: reserve a site

Choose how many people you
are, how many modules you
need for the room, and what
kind of room you want.

You can design the layout
of your room by selecting
furniture and style. Or you can
skip this step.

You need to reserve a site.
There are specific zones, but
you still have flexibility in
choosing the exact docking
point.

Step 5: plan the route

Step 6: termination

There is hiearchy is receiving
users’ request. Since interaction
among students from different
universities is encouraged, they
will have higher priority by
the system. And the picking-up
route planning is also managed
by AMoD platform.

10 minutes before session
termination, a notification
will be sent to users. They can
choose whether to leave by
their own or being sent back
by another on-demand AV tray.
AV tray can also send students
to R&D clusters to explore
the existing activities which
are otherwise not accessible
easily.
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Step 4: merge with others?

You can make your profile
open on app platform to
be seen by other users, and
you can also browse others’
profile. This helps you to
merge with strangers to make
new friends! For strangers
who want to merge together,
the ones who share common
interest have higher priority
for request processing.
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Cheer-up module

Openness
3 module
2 module
Privacy
Room function

Play and fun

Two-module room
3-5 people
Office, study room,
game room, etc.

Cheer-up

1 module

Play and fun module

Three-module room
5-10 people
Party, conference,
competition, group
seminar, etc.

Study and work
module

Autonomous vehicle
(AV) tray that can
be extended to
match the size of the
modular room.
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Room size

One-module room
Around 2 people
Meditation room,
dating room, leisure
room, discussion
room, etc.

Study and work
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Passive supply

On-demand supply
AMoD system changes
a passive supply
where people have to
go to a physical store
into an on-demand
supply system that
Plug-in AV modules
bring activities to
people at anywhere.

Indoor and outdoor boundary

Reconcile spatial boundary
The AV module design
will reconcile the
spatial boundary
between indoor space
and outdoor space
to generate more
activities with spatial
flexibility.

Fixed spatial usage

Dynamic spatial usage
In contrast to most of
the buildings in cities
that have fixed usage,
AV modules have
dynamic spatial usage
and with variation in
time.

Site plan
The zone for study and work modules is in more
quiet space or hiding in greenery. The zone for
cheer-up modules is close to waterfront for
fresh air and clear views. The zone for play and
fun modules is in proximity to the road side to
generate more permeation of livability to streets.

Isolated activities

Social interactions

For conventional
urban space, people
are confined with
isolated activities.
But Plug-in AV
module network will
create more social
interaction through
physical and digital
connections.
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University student

Plug-in AV module operator

Book a plug-in AV module
Size

Function

Number of people

Customize module layout
Furniture

Style

Element layout

Reserve a site at Longzi lake park
Zone

Start time

Docking point
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Request processing
algorithm:
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Module fabrication factory

Prepare the module
Create the room

Delivery

Assemble the furniture
Prepare food and drink

End time

Anchored or movable

Food provider

AV tray
dispatch center

Plug room into AV tray

Decide whether to merge with others

For the AMoD system, there is
a hierarchy in receiving users’
request. For strangers who want
to merge, a social-preference
based algorithm is applied to
encourage people who share

Route planning
Set up and wait for pick-up
Pick-up

Arrive and load module

AV tray return to center

Have fun!
Termination

Need a ride back?
Yes
Sent students back by AV tray

AV tray dispatched to site

Module returned to factory by AV tray

No
Module returned to factory by AV tray

For friends who want to meet,
a distance based algorithm
is applied to encourage
people who are from different
universities and are further
away from each other to have
higher priority for request
processing, thus generating
more connections.

common interests or habits to
meet by granting them higher
priority in request processing.
Then, a more geographically
random connection flow will be
generated.

ZHEJING CAO
Zhejing is a visiting PhD student at
MIT’s Department of Urban Studies
and Planning from the School of
Architecture at Tsinghua University,
Beijing. Her current research interest
is how urban configurations can be
optimized with better integration
of public transit network and
performance. She is now working
on SMART projects integrating
public transport with new modes
of mobility, such as autonomous
vehicles and E-scooter sharing. Her
prior research includes topics such
as data driven urban design and
planning methodology, walkability
indexes and water management
in spatial planning. Zhejing has
exchange experience with Tokyo
Institute of Technology, the
University of Hong Kong, Kanazawa
University, and National University
of Singapore. She was trained as a
researcher, planner, and architect at
China Sustainable Transportation
Center (Beijing), Tsinghua University
Planning and Design Institute
(Beijing), and Pencil Office Architect
(Singapore).

Z5
WeBike
by Samantha Saona

THERE’S A CONCERT CLOSE-BY
Go!
Not Now

CONCERT
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The opportunity…
China has a long tradition of using
bicycles as a means for transportation
— being known as the Kingdom of
Bicycles in the 1980s. However, in
an attempt towards modernization
policies were implemented to shift
the national transportation focus
towards increased use of cars (the
first was introduced in 1994) and
bicycle reduction (implemented
between 1995 and 2002). This led to
skyrocketing car ownership and the
number of bikes per capita almost
halved in the 2000s — from 197.16
bikes per 100 households in 1992 to
117.57 bikes per 100 households in
2004 (China Statistics Yearbook 19812007). Nonetheless, in response to
growing concerns of congestion and
environmental problems, since 2002
governments have started to look at
bicycle use as a potential solution.
Aligned with this, local docked bike
sharing systems were implemented
— starting with Beijing in 2005 and
expanding to several other cities
in China, such as Zhengzhou, in
2012. Moreover, in the last five years
(starting with Ofo 2014 and Mobike
2015) hundreds of privately owned
dockless bike sharing companies
have been founded and implemented
in China’s mainland. Although
the current systems have certain
limits, they provide with a unique
opportunity to get people into the
streets at a pedestrian scale.

characteristics, and main land-use.
Although initially portrayed as a
“ghost” city — because of the lack of
residents in the area — it has slowly
become more occupied which has
resulted in different problems. The
new segregated land–use districts;
and the very linear and car-centric
layout of the streets induce two main
issues. First, it encourages people
to use private cars as a mode of
transportation which aggravates the
nation-wide contamination problem.
Second, it foments mobility, rather
than generate places for people
to stay, which amplifies people’s
perception of it being an “empty”
place.

Context: 1980s China, the “Kingdom of Bicycles” (网易看客：谁动了中国的自行车)

The solution…
The current bike-sharing situation…
Currently the Zhengdong New
District has two bike sharing systems.
The government’s docking system
which people use mainly because
it is cheaper. And several privatelyowned dockless systems which
people mainly use for convenience.
Unfortunately, both systems are
suboptimal. Currently bikes (from
both systems) are distributed
unevenly throughout the district.
This requires a large coordinated
workforce using trucks to continually
move bikes from locations of surplus
to ones of deficit. It is a very labor–
intensive process. Moreover, the
difficulty in having access to bikes
in peak hours at the busiest areas
discourages people to use the system.

The context…
The Zhengdong New District was
created in 2001 as a solution to
the congestion and crowdedness
problems the old city of Zhengzhou
had. It is comprised of seven newly
distinct towns, each with different

experience as a way to encourage
people to be out and about on the
streets. The infrastructural problems
the current bike-sharing system
has — and that the project aims to
improve — are (1) the duality of dock
and dockless systems; (2) the location
of the docks and parking areas; (3)
the uneven distribution of bikes; (4)
and the number of bikes. In terms
of operational problems, currently
cyclists are destination-driven and
tend to move directly from starting to
ending point. This contrasts with the
way pedestrians use the city which is
often experience–driven.
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PROJECT
DESCRIPTION

The problem…
The larger encompassing problem is
the lack of liveability in the streets
of Zhengdong. This project focuses
on enhancing the bike-sharing

The goal is to enhance the bike’s
potential as a transportation and
technological interface to broaden
the area of the city people visit and
propose a digital and interactive
relationship between people, bikes
and streets. Thus, this project’s goal
is to generate a new socialized bikesharing system that will (1) change
the way bike-users experience the
city; (2) encourage more people to
use bikes; and (3) reduce the bike’s
distribution and re-distribution
problems.

Problem: Lack of liveability due to car-oriented design of new towns in China - Zhengdong New District (Saona, 2019)

The proposal…
The project uses urban data analysis
to propose an optimized and
interconnected playful bike–sharing
system. It transforms bikes into
interfaces of socialization to increase
the liveability of the streets of the
Zhengdong New District. WeBike aims
to encourage people to use the bike
sharing system through optimizing,
socializing and gamifying the bikeriding experience.

Opportunity: Two bike-sharing options: government’s docking and private companies’ dockless systems (Saona, 2019)
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Enhancing the interface between
bikes, bikers and streets through
socializing the bike–sharing system

WeBike

WeBike

WeBike

RIDER #5 WANTS TO JOIN YOU
Decline
Accept

PUT BIKE AWAY
Go
Not yet

THE CINEMA IS CLOSE-BY
Go
Not Now

70

JUST RIDE

Just ride...
The main personal interaction WeBike
proposes is the bike-riding experience.

71

The invitations…

Using the system…

Added value…

Besides choosing between all the
above choices; bikers can also get
notifications on things happening
around them. (1) Your friend Xu is
near-by. Would you like to ride with
him? (2) Your favorite dim sum place
is only 5 minutes away. Would you
like to go now? (3) Biker #5 is going
in the same direction as you are.
Would you like to ride together? (4)
There is a classical music concert
close-by. Would you like to attend?
(5) In addition, all bikers are given
instructions on where to park the
bikes in a 3– to 5–minute walking
distance from their destination. This
allows for a better organization and
distribution of bikes.

The proposal aims to keep the
system as simple as possible, and
to the extent possible as similar to
the current workflow on how to get
a bike. In this sense bikes will have
a Near–field communication (NFC)
reader that — just as the QR code
is used now — would be used to
activate the bike after selecting the
interaction options available. Before
renting the bike by tapping the phone
the user would need to accept (or
decline) the reception of notifications,
which would grant (or not) access to
their user data. This step allows users
to choose the degree of privacy with
which they want to share.

As mentioned before, the system aims
to create new ways of interaction
between bikers, bikes and streets.
The bike is transformed from a mere
transportation mechanism to a new
way to engage with the city — being
guided to visit new places or taking
different routes — and to meet
with people — old or potential new
friends. Thus, the bike–sharing system
becomes an opportunity for riders
to experience the streets in a new,
digital way and to participate in a
socialized and gamified experience
that transforms the city into a digital
playground.

The users…
Currently, there are three types of
users: commuters, leisure bikers and
tourists. Each user has different ways
of interacting with bikes. Commuters
are the most common in the bikesharing system; they use bikes based
on the need to move quickly from
an origin to a destination point. For
example, they take bikes located near
bus- and train-stations for the “last
mile” towards their endpoint. For
leisure bikers, on the other hand, the
companionship, trip and/or exercise
is the most important. Tourists are a
middle ground between the two, they
are interested in both the cruise and
getting to a destination. In all three
cases, users are from all ages.

Engaging the users…
Each user has its own complexities.
For commuters, the goal is to
encourage them to use the bikesharing system not only as a tool to
go from point A to point B at specific
times of day, but also to use it in
non-commuting situations and to
enjoy the journey. For leisure bikers,
the objective is to inspire them to use
the bike-sharing system more often
and in a broader way. For tourists, the
intention is to make the system easy
to use and allow them to experience
the city in a new digital way. To
engage these three types of users, the
system has different options.

WHAT DO YOU
WANT TO DO?
Just ride
Take me
Find friends
Meet riders
Play a game

The options...
The idea is to allow for different
modes of interaction between the
user and the bike, but also between
bikers. The system allows people to
choose between different socializing
and gamifying tools that can be used
individually, in pairs or in groups. (1)
Set duration of ride allows for people
who want to exercise to choose a
set number of kilometers or amount
of time the ride should last. (2) Take
me somewhere allows bikers to be
guided towards restaurants, parks,
institutional buildings, “somewhere
fun”, etc. This option allows bikers
to lose the phone — and map apps
— and to reconnect with a purer
form of riding towards their desired
destination. (3) Meet with friends,

just as the previous option, allows for
bikers to lose the phone. In this case
it recognizes the bikers’ WeChat (or
other social media) contacts — if they
allow it — and gives them the chance
to meet with their acquaintances
that are biking at the same time. This
encounter can take place either closer
to where the requester is, closer to
where their friends are, in a middle
ground, in a random place or in one
of the take me somewhere places.
(4) Meet new people allows bikers to
connect to other bikers that are either
near-by or going in the same direction. (5) Play a game allows bikers to
choose between different gaming options. It could be a game to optimize
distribution, a timely treasure hunt,
a gamified exercising experience,
among others.

SELECT
WHERE?
Restaurant
Fun
@ University

It’s 7 min away

Speciﬁc
Closest

HOW LONG
CAN YOU RIDE?

TYPE
@Dim Sum

0 Hr 25 Min

YOU’RE SET!
Tap to Ride

Left: Rediscovering the bike ride
Up: User interaction with the app
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PERSONAL
INTERACTIONS
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Age: 27

COMMUTER
Fangyuan

LEISURE BIKER
Kuangyu

Cannot ﬁnd bikes at the
train station to ride to work
in morning peak hours

Cannot ﬁnd bikes at the
train station to ride to work
in morning peak hours

Age: 42

s to constantly stop
king to check directions
dmarks on her phone

FIND BIKES

NOTIFY

Age: 19

Damaged Bikes

No bikes available

Comment

SET DURATION OF RIDE
10 Km
45 min

Other
Comment

Tap bike

Yes
Reserve for later

TOURIST
Stephanie

COMMUTER
Fangyuan

Age: 27

Age: 42

s to constantly stop
king to check directions
dmarks on her phone

TOURIST

Cannot ﬁnd bikes at the
Stephanie
train station to ride to work
Age: 27
in morning peak hours
Needs to constantly stop
when biking to check directions
to landmarks on her phone

Age: 19

COMMUTER

LEISURE BIKER
Kuangyu

Cannot ﬁnd bikes at the
train station to ride to work
in morning peak hours

Cannot ﬁnd bikes at the
train station to ride to work
in morning peak hours

Wants a more distinct and
Fangyuan
specialized experience when
Age: 42
using the bike-sharing system

See you next time

TAKE ME SOMEWHERE
Restaurant
Fun
@ University

LEISURE BIKER
Kuangyu

Can you wait?
No

Choose time

Age: 19

Want to have fun?

Yes

Meet Friends

Meet New

List of friends

List of bikers

MEET NEW PEOPLE
No
Yes

TOURIST
Stephanie

COMMUTER
Fangyuan

Age: 27

s to constantly stop
king to check directions
dmarks on her phone

MMUTER
angyuan
Age: 42

ﬁnd bikes at the
on to ride to work
ning peak hours

TOURIST

Cannot ﬁnd bikes at the
train Stephanie
station to ride to work
Age:peak
27 hours
in morning

LEISURE BIKER

Needs to constantly stop
Kuangyu
when biking to check directions
Age: 19
to landmarks on her phone

Send Invite

LEISURE BIKER
Kuangyu

Age: 42

Age: 19

COMMUTER

LEISURE BIKER
Kuangyu

Cannot ﬁnd bikes at the
train station to ride to work
in morning peak hours

Wants a more distinct and
specialized experience when
using the bike-sharing system

Wants a more distinct and
Fangyuan
specialized
experience when
42
using theAge:
bike-sharing
system

XU WANTS TO RIDE ALONG
Decline
Accept

Age: 19

Go Somewhere

No

Activity

Cannot ﬁnd bikes at the
train station to ride to work
in morning peak hours

Other

Food & Drinks

Fun

Play

Move bikes

Exercise

RIDER #1056 WANTS TO JOIN YOU
Decline
Accept

Set Ride
TOURIST
Stephanie

MMUTER
angyuan
Age: 42

ﬁnd bikes at the
on to ride to work
ning peak hours

COMMUTER
Fangyuan

Age: 27

LEISURE BIKER

Needs to constantly stop
Kuangyu
when biking
to check directions
Age:on
19her phone
to landmarks

Age: 42

Cannot ﬁnd bikes at the
train station to ride to work
in morning peak hours

Distance

LEISURE BIKER
Kuangyu
Age: 19

YOUR FAVORITE RESTAURANT IS CLOSE-BY
Go
Not Now

Wants a more distinct and
specialized experience when
using the bike-sharing system

Wants a more distinct and
specialized experience when
using the bike-sharing system

Duration

Want to get notiﬁcations?

Yes No

Get bike
PUT BIKE AWAY
Not yet
Go

Tap bike

MMUTER
angyuan
Age: 42

ﬁnd bikes at the
on to ride to work
ning peak hours

LEISURE BIKER
Kuangyu
Age: 19

Wants a more
distinct
and
User’s characteristics
and
personal
interactions
specialized experience when
using the bike-sharing system

Flow diagram of personal interaction options on App
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TOURIST
Stephanie

MEET WITH FRIENDS
Closer to me
Closer to him
Half-way
@ Park
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Using data…
The proposal takes as a starting point
the data on the current bike sharing
system — location and size of docks,
number of bikes per dock, origin
and destination of bikes, time of
day and frequency of redistribution
required — and aims to build from
it to improve the system. The new
technology set in place would allow
for a more finely grained set of data
that will allow for a better experience
for users and service providers. The
first step towards enhancing the
bike-sharing system in Zhengdong is
to create a joint effort between the
government and private companies.
By comparing and contrasting the
data from both systems the number
of bikes and their location could be
optimized to serve efficiently and
effectively the existing demand.

Generating data…
By upgrading the bikes the system
would allow not only for keeping
track of bike locations — through
the included GPS tracker on
dockless bikes or on recording the
origin and destination points on
docked bikes —but also mapping
the whole trajectory. The data
gathered will include information
on the most–travelled paths, and
what the main use of each path is
(commuting, exercising, leisure, etc.);
the quality of the bike lanes; among
others. This would allow for a new
set of actors to get involved in the
project. Commercial locales along
the most frequent routes could

become investors of the system. The
government would be informed of
things that need attention such as
provision of bike lanes in new routes.
Ultimately, the service providers
could optimize their delivery by
continually monitoring the use of
bikes.

The infrastructure…
The project aims to find the right
balance between a docked and
dockless system. To achieve this the
infrastructure in place will maintain
the advantages of both systems
while minimizing the disadvantages.
The advantages WeBike will build
on are the ability to keep bikes more
organized and keep better track
of bikes of the docked system; and
the flexibility and convenience of
the dockless system. This will be
attained by implementing a dynamic
geofencing system to designate
parking areas and keep bikes blocked
in place, until a user rents them.
By continually keeping track of the
supply and demand of bikes, the
system would locate and relocate the
geofenced parking areas depending
on the user’s needs in real-time.

Relationship to the urban
environment…
The biggest effect on the urban
environment will be relative to
the number of bikes and their
organization. The proposal will allow
for the optimization of the number of
bikes needed to support the system

— considering the total number
of bikes from both the docked and
dockless systems. Likewise, by
directing bikers to park bikes in
specific, determined, locations these
will be organized without being
limited by the location of stationary
physical infrastructure. It will also
allow to keep an ideal number of
bikes per parking area and avoid the
unrestrained dispersal of bikes that
currently gives place to orphaned
bikes left on berms all over the city.
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Enhancing the urban context…
WeBike will have multiple positive
impacts on the urban context. It
will, first, increase the number of
people on the streets by fostering
and engaging users to ride bikes
more often instead of choosing other
modes of transportation. Moreover,
it will expand the areas of the city
being visited by directing users to
take the currently untraversed route
towards their destinations and
building upon from existing content
throughout the city to encourage the
expansion of the areas visited. Also,
the socializing layer implemented
will promote interaction between
users on the streets. Consequently,
having more people on the streets,
could ideally change the city’s
dynamics by increasing activities
and livelihood outside. Ultimately, it
could potentially change the citizen’s
behavior encouraging more people
to use bikes and decrease the use of
private cars leading to a decrease in
pollution in the long–term.

THERE IS A CONCERT GOING ON CLOSE-BY
Go
Not Now

DYNAMIC GEOFENCING PARKING
ADAPTS TO RESTAURANT DISCOUNTS
(HELPS REBALANCE WEEKDAYS)

PUT BIKE AWAY
Not yet
Go

YOUR FAVORITE RESTAURANT IS CLOSE-BY
Go
Not Now

XU WANTS TO RIDE ALONG
Decline
Accept

RIDER #194 WANTS TO JOIN YOU
Decline
Accept

TAKE ME SOMEWHERE
Restaurant
Fun
@ University
OFFICE

PARK
HOME

DYNAMIC GEOFENCING PARKING
ADAPTS TO OCURRING EVENTS

SHOPPING MALL

(HELPS REBALANCE WEEKENDS)

TRAIN STATION

PARK
UNIVERSITY

BRIDGE

DYNAMIC GEOFENCING PARKING
MONDAY 8:00 am
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The aim…
WeBike attempts to bring back an
upgraded version of the “Bicycle
Kingdom” to Zhengzhou, with twenty
first century technology. It consists
on building on the current ubiquitous
bike–sharing systems and upgrading
both the software applications and
hardware.

The opportunity...
The soon–to–be–launched 5G
internet in the Zhengdong New
District provides the opportunity
to think about rapidly responsive
technologies that adapt in real-time
(1) for optimizing the system through
the use of algorithms to change the
location of digital infrastructure; and
(2) are highly engaging for users in
providing timely information.

trip. Other small adjustments would
involve including a CPU/CGU and
battery in the bike’s frame that would
be connected to the pedals as energy
source. Also, a torque sensor would
be included in the handlebar axis
to automatically turn on a turning
signal.

The software…
To make life easier for current users
the WeBike Application Program
Interface (API) would connect as an
additional layer to existing bikesharing application platforms. In this
way it would build on current useful

options they have such as location
of bikes, possibility to comment on
malfunctioning, ability to reserve a
bike, etc. And the newly socializing
and gamifying options would be
added to the menu and would
engage with the “smart” handlebar.
At the end of the ride – when the
bike is returned - there would be two
strategies to encourage more people
to use the system. First, it would
provide users with the possibility
of sharing general information
on their ride (such as distance or
time travelled; the fact that they
rode with a friend; etc.) in their
WeChat Moments section to foment

a healthier lifestyle among their
contacts and encourage them to join
the system. Second, the possibility to
win discounts and offers in partner
companies would be available. The
frequency of use would inform
an algorithm of this “loot box” to
increase chances of getting bigger
prizes with continued use.

The sensors…
The system consists in a locationbased foundation which comprises
a Geographic Positioning System
(GPS) tracker – to get precise
location information - and an Inertial

Measurement Unit (IMU) – to get
information on elevation variations,
direction, distance, time and speed
data. As an additional layer it gathers
identification data on the rider – with
optional varying degrees of privacy
- through pairing the device with
the NFC reader. Also, on the riding
experience by using a heart rate
monitor – to add on the possibility of
using the system as encouragement
towards a healthier lifestyle - and a
galvanic skin response sensor – to
track the general emotions of the
riders.

The games…
The main use for the system is to
encourage socialization of people
in the street by using the bike as a
social media interface. The games
would help to rebalance the bike
distribution. Following the example
used in other cities that prove that
launching timely games encourage
people to move bikes around to
locations of need through a point
system. Finally gamifying the
experience would expand the areas
of the city visited through treasurehunt-like games and making the ride
more fun through audio feedback.

The hardware…
7

The main change consists in turning
the bike handlebars into “smart”
technology. However, to maintain
the purity of riding the bike —
and reduce the risk of accidents
based on the constant stimuli and
distractions received by personal
devices — the proposal suggests
a calm technology approach with
a very simple and minimalistic
interface. The handlebars would
become collectors of data — through
a series of sensors — and providers
of feedback — through audio and
haptic response — to the rider.
It would include a small display
showing the current destination — as
it could vary throughout the trip as
different notifications and activities
are suggested. And a linear LED light
display showing the progress — time
remaining to destination — of the

SOCIAL MEDIA
WeChat

API
3

12

5

CLOUD SERVER
Dynamic Geofencing
Routes
Inventory

BIKE SHARING
Mobike
Hellobike
Ofo
...

10

Left: Bike parking location on App
Right: Application Program Interface (API) architecture
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1

2

13
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8
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2

13

3

22
CLOSEST
DIM SUM PLACE

TIME

SPEED
LOCATION

14

1

LED LIGHTS DISPLAY TIME REMAINING

1

2

REFLECTIVE WHEELS

22

3

BASKET

23

4

CPU / GPU

5

INERTIAL MEASUREMENT UNIT (IMU)

6

GPS

7

5G

8

BATTERY (IN BIKE FRAME)

9

NFC READER

16
12
3
13

ORIENTATION
EMOTIONAL
STATE

1

PULSE
CALORIES

9
20

10

PEDALLING AS ENERGY SOURCE

11

BIKE STAND

12

SEAT

13

FRONT / TAILLIGHT

14

GALVANIC SKIN RESPONSE

15

THUMB CONTROLLERS [R=YES/L=NO]

16

HEART RATE SENSOR

17

HAPTIC RESPONSE

10

18

BELL

11

19

BRAKES

20

STEREO SPEAKERS

21

VELOCITY TOGGLE

14

22

DISPLAY (DESTINATION)

17

23

TURNING LIGHTS

23

8

2

Hardware description: upgraded bike handle
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Z6
PaoPao
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Air pollution can cause adverse
health effects and China suffers from
some of the worst air quality levels
in the world. This results in increased
mortality rates due to cardiovascular
disease from air pollution. The
Longzihu University Town, within
the Zhengdong New District of
Zhengzhou, also experiences high
levels of air pollution, with PM 2.5
levels sometimes exceeding a 400 air
quality index. Such poor levels of air
quality can have large consequences
on the students in this university
town, adding limitations to their
lifestyle activities that involve the
outdoor space. Rajper, Ullah, and
Li (2018)[1] explored the effect of air
pollution on outdoor and sporting
activities in 54 universities and
schools across China. They found
that 78.1% of respondents jogged
faster and for a shorter duration on
days with poor air quality, as well
as 65.5% walked faster in response
to air pollution. This demonstrates
that university students may fail to
enjoy outdoor activities for the large
portion of the year when air quality
is poor. Other than physical activity,
students also expressed their desire
to study and spend more time in the
park irrespective of air quality. On
the more practical side, it would be
beneficial for students to not have
to worry about air pollution when
crossing the street or waiting for the
bus.

Air pollution is clearly an area
for concern for China, however,
it remains a major topic of
public debate and perceptions
of air pollution vary across the
country. This was also clear in the
ethnographic research carried out
in the Longzihu University Town,
where some students check the
air quality levels every day before
leaving their house, while others play
sports in every type of air quality
and do not show concern about
the possible health consequences.
Therefore, there is a need for
technology to reduce air pollution in
outdoor areas which is unobtrusive
to those who are not concerned
about air pollution but effective for
those who are concerned. It is also
important to raise awareness about
air pollution and its consequences.
Such a technology would protect the
health of the entire population from
the negative consequences of air
pollution.
PaoPao is a modular system that
provides bubbles of fresh air for
its users. This is achieved using air
cleaning technology in the form
of triangular blocks with various
functions that provide a safe space
for outdoor activities. The aim
is not to clean outdoor air of its
pollutants but to provide outdoor
space users bubbles of fresh air
to breathe from as they complete
various activities in the outdoor

Modular building blocks
for bubbles of clean air.

space. There are university student
personas that spend time outdoors
in the Longzihu University Town to
complete activities including physical
activity, studying, socializing, and
commuting or leisure travel around
the city. If successful, the modular
nature of PaoPao allows it to be

spread across the city, creating an
air quality sensing platform for the
university town. This extensive air
quality data can be used to predict air
pollution patterns and control when
air cleaning is necessary. Computer
vision cameras in the PaoPao will
also sense the presence of people

to provide the optimal air cleaning
strength for the number of users and
gain an understanding of the flows of
people around the university town.
The PaoPao will also provide precise
air quality readings on LCD screens
for locals to understand that they are
receiving reliable air quality data.

[1]: Rajper, S. A., Ullah, S., & Li, Z. (2018).
Exposure to air pollution and self-reported
effects on Chinese students: A case study of 13
megacities. PloS one, 13(3), e0194364
Bottom: Waterfront Park fitted with modular
PaoPao outdoor spaces
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PERSONAS

FUNCTIONS
1. Current Infrastructure

What if you could ___
without worrying
Fight
about air
Air
pollution?
Pollution!
Take the pledge

359
this area

37

Commuter

with PaoPao

Rather than building completely
new infrastructure PaoPao is able
to integrate with the newly built
infrastructure of the university town.
This is the smallest implementation
of PaoPao, which provides very small
bubbles of clean air for the users of
the existing infrastructure. PaoPao
can clean air for pedestrians crossing
the streets and people waiting for
the bus.

2. Seating

PaoPao monitors the air quality levels
around the Longzihu University
Town. On days where air quality is
poor, people near the PaoPao will
trigger the activation of Hyper HEPA
air filters that will clean the air they
breathe of its pollutants. Therefore,
PaoPao will make these areas into
pleasant and safe locations for
outdoor activities. PaoPao will
display the quality of the intake air
to its users as well as the improved
quality of air that PaoPao will exude.
This air quality data will be made
available to users on the government
website so they can view the air
quality levels across the city. As the
Chinese feel air pollution data is
more reliable when they are given
the exact AQI numbers, these will not
only be displayed on the website map
but also on each PaoPao LCD screen.
The control panel will also show the
corresponding color to the air quality

levels to provide clear information
to citizens observing PaoPao from a
distance, such as from their cars.
The goal of PaoPao is to provide a
safe space for outdoor activities.
Unfortunately, such air cleaning
technologies only reduce the
negative effects of air pollution but
fail to mitigate the initial causes of
air pollution. Therefore, PaoPao also
hopes to raise awareness about the
consequences of air pollution to
unify perceptions of air pollution
across Zhengzhou and across
China in order to aid in mitigating
air pollution. This will be achieved
with its air quality reporting on
the website and on the control
panel of each PaoPao. Furthermore,
the PaoPao will try and stimulate
students of the university to consider
how air pollution is affecting their
lifestyles. This will be done using the
following question:

Placing the PaoPao on benches
is minimalistic and provides an
enjoyable and safe experience in the
lakefront park and in other areas
around the university town.

What if you could __________
without worrying about air pollution?
Depending on the function of the
PaoPao, the gap would be filled
with one of the following: cross the
street; wait for the bus, sit outside;
exercise; and study. This question
would be followed by a signature pad
encouraging PaoPao users to sign
and take the pledge to fight against
air pollution. This would hopefully
encourage users to avoid the use of
cars, use less electricity, and hold
their government accountable
to close down coal-fired power
plants. These signatures will also
be displayed intermittently on
the PaoPao LCD screen to hold the
signatories accountable for their
pledge.

Socialite

3. Space

Scholar

Athlete

To accommodate for space-intensive
activities in the park, PaoPao can
take larger forms such as walls that
exude clean air. These larger forms of
PaoPao can also be integrated with
solar panels to provide a renewable
source of energy for air cleaning.
The clean air spaces facilitated by
PaoPao are perfect for activities
such as exercising, studying, and
early morning traditional dance. The
beautiful and natural scenery of the
park is a sought-after location for
locals to complete these activities,
based on ethnographic research.
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PERSONAL
INTERACTIONS
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PaoPao will make outdoor activities
more accessible to the students of
Longzihu University Town. PaoPao
will provide them with a safe place
to spend their time outside, where
they do not need to worry about
the effects of air pollution on their
health. Therefore, there will be an
observable increase in the use of
the waterfront park in particular as
well as pedestrian traffic around the
university town. Such an increase
in outdoor foot traffic as well as the
improvement in citizen health can be
socially and economically beneficial
for the region. More people spending
time outdoors can increase social
interaction and happiness of the
students as well as increasing the
money they spend at local shops and
street vendors.
This increased movement around the
city may incentivise the extension
of the PaoPao implementation to
connect the activity nodes of the area
to allow for clean breathing air along
paths. This would enable PaoPao
to connect university buildings so
students are not forced to damage
their health in order to get to classes,
as well as connecting universities to
subway stops so that students do not
use Didi/Uber when there is poor air
quality.
PaoPao will monitor air quality
around the city as well as pedestrian
flows. Both these functions are
mainly to ensure that PaoPao is
cleaning a sufficient quantity of air
at the right time dependent on the
number of users it has. However, this

data collection can be very useful for
really creating an intelligence island
that can predict and adapt to events
before they occur.
The detailed data obtained will be
used to create air pollution prediction
models based on time of day and
year as well as environmental factors
such as temperature, humidity, and
rainfall. This model will allow the
students in the university town to
get accurate data for their region and
plan ahead on the safety of going
outside. The air pollution mapping
allows the government to understand
which areas of the university town
have the worst air pollution levels
at various parts of the day. Then,
a sort of congestion tax could be
added on car drivers in that area at
high pollution moments to lower
the vehicle emissions. This approach
allows the government to be more
intelligent with its efforts to reduce
the causes and effects of air pollution
around the university town as they
have reliable data to work with.
The pedestrian flow data will allow
PaoPao to understand its peak usage
hours so it can ensure that the space
is filled with clean air right before
the users arrive. Pedestrian flow data
can also be very valuable for the
Zhengdong New District Government
to design the outdoor space and
implement more PaoPao structures
based on usage patterns.
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URBAN
INTERACTIONS
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The key feature of PaoPao is its air
cleaning technology. To reduce
energy usage, PaoPao includes
computer vision cameras that will
detect users and form a PaoPao
clean air bubble. This sensor will
allow the air cleaners to turn on only
when there is a user. For smaller
PaoPao installations, such as at
pedestrian crosswalks, the air will
be constantly cleaning until enough
data is collected to get a better
understanding of pedestrian flows.
The energy that is used in larger
installations should be supplied by
solar panels so that the process of
cleaning the air pollution does not
produce additional air pollution from
coal-fired power plants. The air will
be cleaned by Hyper High Efficiency
Particulate Absolute (Hyper HEPA)

Polluted
Air

filtration technology placed in the
air filtration system block. Along with
the Hyper HEPA filter, a pre filter and
carbon filter also form part of the
cleaning technology to ensure that
all particles in the air are removed.
The pre-filter removes PM10 and large
substances such as hair. The Hyper
HEPA filter removes PM2.5, viruses,
bacteria, and gaseous pollutants such
as carbon dioxide, nitrogen dioxide,
and ozone. Finally, the activated
carbon filter removes odors, volatile
organic compounds, and any
remaining gaseous pollutants.
To ensure a strong enough air flow
from the PaoPao to create these
clean air bubbles, only small slits will
be made in the PaoPao’s exterior.
This enables high pressures to build
from the compressor and force out a

Bacteria
Gaseous Pollutants

PM10
Hair

Pre-Filter

smooth flow of air over the users.
Air quality sensors will be placed at
both the air intake and output of the
PaoPao to provide data about air
quality around Longzihu University
Town. The air quality data from
the intake will indicate when the
air quality is poor enough for the
PaoPao to be operational. The various
pollutant levels will be measured on
the spot to determine an Air Quality
Index (AQI). If this AQI is above 50,
the PaoPao will be operational and
cleaning air when its motions sensors
detect users. The intake and output
air quality data will also determine
how effective the filtration system is
and will indicate when a filter needs
to be replaced.

Odors
VOC

PM2.5
Virus

Remaining
Gaseous Pollutants

Hyper HEPA Filter
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TECHNOLOGY
DESCRIPTION

Fresh
Air

20cm

20cm

Central Processing Unit
Processes all the data received by
PaoPao components and sends it over
5G to government servers

LCD screen
Displays air quality reading data
of air without PaoPao and air after
being cleaned by PaoPao

Air Quality Sensor
Checks air quality of intake air
to determine if PaoPao needs to
be switched on and provides
data to control panel

Computer Vision Camera
Determines the number of users of PaoPao
and the demographics of these users

Air Filtration System
Contains pre-filter, Hyper HEPA
filter, and activated carbon filter

Air Quality Sensor
Checks air quality of output air
to provide data to control panel

Activated Carbon Filter

Left: PaoPao Filtration Technology
Right: Modular PaoPao Technology Breakdown

Compressor
Places clean air under high
pressure to ensure smooth
and strong air flow from
PaoPao

Piping
Multiple of these modules are
placed throughout the PaoPao
system to move around the
clean and dirty air

Fight
Air
Pollution!
Take the pledge

Clean Air Output Vents

Polluted Air Intake Vent

Signature Pad
Allows users to take the pledge
to reduce air pollution
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